
Appendix A.

ABU'L-FAZL ON ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING

General

AIN: 1,232 ff.

ACin 85

ON BUILDINGS

Regulations for house-building in general are necessary; they are re-

quired for the comfort of the army, and are a source of splendour for the

government. People that are attached to the world will collect in towns,

without which there would be no progress. Hence His Majesty plans splendid

edifices, and dresses the work of his mind and heart in the garment of

stone and clay. Thus mighty fortresses have been raised, which protect the

timid, frighten the rebellious, and please the obedient. Delightful vil-

las, and imposing towers have also been built. They afford excellent pro-

tection against cold and rain, provide for the comforts of the princesses

of the Harem, and are conducive to that dignity which is so necessary for

worldly power.

Everywhere also Sara'is have been built, which are the comfort of tra-

vellers and the asylum of poor strangers. Many tanks and wells are being

dug for the benefit of men and the improvement of the soil. Schools and

places of worship are being founded, and the triumphal arch of knowledge is

newly adorned.

His Majesty has inquired into every detail connected with this depart-

ment, which is so difficult to be managed and requires such large sums. He

has passed new regulations, kindled the lamp of honesty, and put a stock of

practical knowledge into the hands of simple and inexperienced men.

Acin 86

THE PRICES OF BUILDING MATERIAL, ETC.

Many people are desirous of building houses; but honesty and conscien-

tiousness are rare, especially among traders. His Majesty has carefully

inquired into their profits and losses, and has fixed the prices of arti-

cles in such a manner, that both parties are satisfied. //
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Red sandstone costs 3 d. per man. It is obtainable in the hills of

Fathpur Sikri, His Majesty's residence, and may be broken from the rocks at

any length or breadth. Clever workmen chisel it so skillfully, as no turn-

er could do with wood; and their works vie with the picture book of Mani

[the great painter of the Sassanides]. Pieces of red sandstone (sang-i

gulula), broken from the rocks in any shape, are sold by the phari, which

means a heap of such stones, without admixture of earth, 3 gaz long, 2-1/2

g. broad, and 1 g. high. Such a heap contains 172 mans, and has a value of

250 d., i.e. at the rate of 1 d. 11-1/4 j. per man.

Bricks are of three kinds; burnt, half burnt, unburnt. Though the

first kind are generally made very heavy, they weigh in the average three

sers, and cost 30 d. per thousand. The second class cost 24 d., and the

third 10 d. per thousand.

Wood. Eight kinds of wood are in general use. 1. Sisau, unrivalled

for its beauty and durability. A block 1 Ilahi gaz long, and 8 Tassuj

broad and high, costs 15 d. 6 j. But if the height be only 5 or 6 T., 11

d. 10-3/4 . Other sizes according to the same proportion. 2. Nashu,

called in Hindi Jidh. A beam, 10 T. broad and high, costs per gaz 5 d.

13-3/4 j.; and a half size beam, from 7 to 9 T. broad and high, costs per

gaz 5 d. 3-3/4 j. 3. Dasang (?), called in Hindi Kari; a beam 3 T. broad,

and 4 gaz long, costs 5 d. 17-1/2 j. 4. Ber, 1 T. broad and high, 4 gaz

long, 5 d. 17-3/4 j.; so also Tut, or Mulberry. 5. Mughilan (Babul), of

the same cubic contents as No. 4, 5 d. 2 j. 6. Sirs, size as before, 10 d.

4 j. 7. Dayal, same size, first quality 8 d. 22-1/4 j.; second quality, 8

d. 6-1/2 j. 8. Bakayin, same size, 5 d. 2 j.

Gaj-i shirin, or sweet limestone. There is a quarry near Bahirah.

When a merchant brings it, it costs 1 R. per three mans; but if any one

sends his own carriers, only 1 d. QalCi-yi sangin, per man 5 d. 5 j. Sa-

dafi 5 d. Chuna, or quicklime, 2 d. per man; it is mostly boiled out of

kangur, a kind of solid earth resembling stone in hardness.

Iron cramps, if tinned, 12 for 18 d.; plain ones, for 6 d.

Iron door-knockers, from Persia and Turan, tinned; large ones, 8 d. per

pair; small ones, 4 d. Indian do., tinned, 5-1/2 d.; plain ones, 4 d. 12 .

Gul-mekh (large nails with broad heads), 12 d. per ser. Dinarin nails,

// 5 d. per ser. Goga, or small nails, tinned, first quality 7 d. for one

hundred; second quality, 5 d.; smallest, 4 d.

Screws and nuts, chiefly used for doors and boxes. Tinned, 12 d. per

ser; plain, 4 d.
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Rings, tinned, 6 d. per ser; plain, 4 d.

Khaprel, or tiles. They are one hand long and ten fingers broad, are

burnt, and are used for the roofs of houses, as a protection against heat

and cold. Plain ones, 86 d. per thousand; enamelled, 30 d. for ten.

Qulba, or spouts, to lead off water. Three for 2 d.

Bas, or bamboo. It is used for spears. First quality, 15 d. for twen-

ty pieces; second quality, 12 d. for do.; third quality, 10 d. for do. The

price of some kinds of bamboo is much higher. Thus a peculiar kind is sold

at 8 Ashrafis [muhrs] per piece. They are used for making thrones. Bam-

boo, at a rupee per piece, is common. Patal, is made of the reed which is

used for qalams (pens). It is used for covering ceilings. First quality,

cleaned, 1-1/2 d. per square gaz; second quality 1 d. Sometimes they sell

patal at 2 d. for square pieces 2 gaz long, and 1-1/2 g. broad. Sirki is

made of very find qalam reeds, looks well, and is very smooth; it is sold

at the rate of 1-1/2 d. per pair, 1-1/2 g. long, and 16 girihs broad. The

ceilings and walls of houses are adorned with it.

Khas is the sweet-smelling root of a kind of grass which grows along

the banks of rivers. During summer, they make screens of it, which are

placed before the door and sprinkled with water. This renders the air cool

and perfumed. Price 1-1/2 R. per man.

Kah-i chappar (reeds for thatching) is sold in bundles, which are

called in Hindi pula, per ser from 100 to 10 d.

Bhus, or wheat straw, used for mixing with mortar, 3 d. per man.

Kah-i dabh, straw, etc., which is put on roofs, 4 d. for a load of 2

mans.

Munj, the bark of qalam reeds, used for making ropes to fasten the

thatching, 20 d. per man.

San is a plant. Peasants mix it with quicklime. People also make

ropes of it for well-buckets, etc., 3 d. per man.

Gum, of an inferior quantity, is mixed with quicklime, 70 d. per man.

Sirish-i kahi, or reed glue, is mixed with sweet limestone, 4 d. per

ser.

Luk is the flower-bunch of the reed which is used for matting. People

burn it and use it as a candle. It is also mixed with quicklime and qalCi.

Price, 1 R. per man. //

Simgil (silver clay) is a white and greasy clay, 1 d. per man. It is

used for white-washing houses. It keeps a house cool and looks well.

Gil-i surkh, or red clay, called in Hindi, geru, 40 d. per man. There is a
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quarry of it in the hills of Gwali,ar [sic].

Glass is used for windows; price, 1 R. for 1-1/4 s. or 1 pane for 4 d.

ACin 87

ON THE WAGE OF LABOURERS

Gilkars (workers in lime), first class workmen, 7 d.; second class, 6

d.; third class, 5 d.

Sang-tarash (stone-masons). The tracer gets 6 e. for each gaz; one who

does plain work, 5 d. A labourer employed in quarries gets for every man

he breaks, 22 j.

Carpenters, first class, 7 d.; second do., 6 d.; third do., 4 d.;

fourth do., 3 d.; fifth do., 2 d. For plain job-work, a first class car-

penter gets 1 d. 17 j. for one gaz; second class do., 1 d. 6 j.; third

class do., 21 j.

Pinjara-saz (lattice worker and wicker worker). First, when the pieces

are joined (fastened with strings) and the interstices be dodecagonal, 24

d. for every square gaz; when the interstices form twelve circles, 22 d.;

when hexagonal, 18 d.; when jacfari [or rhombus-like, one diagonal being

vertical, the other horizontal], 16 d.; when shatranji [or square fields,

as on a chess board], 12 d. for every square gaz.

Secondly, when the work is ghayr-wasli (the sticks not being fastened

with strings, but skilfully and tightly interwoven), for first class work,

48 d. per square gaz; for second class do., 40 d.

Arra-kash (one who saws beams). For job-work, per square gaz 2-1/2 d.,

if sisau wood; if nazhu wood, 2 d. A labourer employed for the day, 2 d.

There are three men for every saw, one above, two below.

Bildars (bricklayers), first class, daily 3-1/2 d.; second class do., 3

d. If employed by the job, for building fortress walls with battlements, 4

d. per gaz; for laying foundations, 2-1/2 d.; for all other walls, 2 d.

For digging ditches, 1/2 d. per gaz.

The gaz of a labourer contains 32 tassuj.

Chah-kan, or well-diggers, first class workmen, 2 d. per gaz; second

class do., 1-1/2 d.; third class, 1-1/2 d. //

Ghota-khur, or divers. They clean wells. In the cold season, 4 d. per

diem; in the hot season, 3 d. By the job, 2 R. for cleaning a depth of 1

gaz.

Khisht-tarash, or tile makers, for 100 moulds, smoothened, 8 d.

Surkhi-kob (pounders of old bricks), 1-1/2 d. for a heap of 8 mans.
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Glass-cutters, 100 d. per gaz.

Bamboo-cutters, 2 d. per diem.

Chappar-band, or thatchers, 3 d. per diem; if done by the job, 24 d.

for 100 gaz.

Patal-band ... 1 d for 4 gaz.

Lakhira. They varnish reeds, etc., with lac. Wages, 2 d. per diem.

Abkash, or water-carriers. First class, 3 d. per diem; second class

do., 2 d. Such water-carriers as are used for furnishing house-builders

with water for mortar and quicklime, get 2 d. per diem.

Acin 88

ON ESTIMATES OF HOUSE BUILDING

Stonebuildings. For 12 gaz, one phari (vide above ACin 86) is re-

quired; also 75 mans of chuna; but if the walls be covered with red stone,

30 mans of chuna are required per gaz.

Brickbuildings. For every gaz, there are required 250 bricks of three

ser each, 8 mans chuna, and 2 m. 27 s. pounded brick.

Claybuildings. 300 bricks are required for the same; each brick-mould

contains 1 s. of earth and 1/2 s. of water.

Astarkari work. For every gaz, 1 man chuna, 10 s. qal i, 14 s. surkhi,

and 1/4 s. san ... are required.

Sandalakari work. For every gaz, 7 s. of qalCi, and 3 s. surkhi are

required.

Safidkari work. 10 s. of qalCi are required per gaz.

Gajkari work (white-washing). For walls and ceilings, 10 s. per gaz;

for pantries, 6 s.; chimneys, 10 s.

Windows require 24 s. of lime, 2-1/2 s. of glass, 4 s. of sirish-i kahi

(putty).

Plaster for walls, for 14 gaz 1 m. of straw, and 20 m. earth; for roofs

and floors, do. for 10 gaz. For ceilings, and the inside of walls, do. for

15 gaz.

Lac (varnish work) used for chighs [sliced bamboo sticks, placed //

horizontally, and joined by strings, with narrow interstices between the

sticks. They are painted, and are used as screens]. If red, 4 s. of lac,

and 1 s. of vermilion; if yellow, 4 s. of lac, 1 s. of zarnikh (auripig-

ment). If green, 1/4 s. of indigo is mixed with the lac, and zarnikh is

added; if black, 4 s. of lac and 8 s. of indigo.
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KONSERRATE ON ARCRITECTURE IN INDIA

ca. 1580

Hbaserrate: 200-01

These have been built with extraordinary speed, by the help of a host of

architects, masons and workmen. For instance he built a very large peri-

style, surrounded with colonnades, two hundred feet square, in three

months, and some circular baths three hundred feet in circuit, with dress-

ing-rooms, private apartments and many water-channels, in six months. Here

he himself bathes. In order to prevent himself being deafened by the noise

of the tools with which stones are shaped and beams // and other timber

cut, he had every thing cleverly fashioned elsewhere, in accordance with

the exact plan of the building, and then brought to the spot, and there

fitted and fastened together. The Priests gave close attention to all

this, and were reminded of what is said to have happened at the building of

the temple in Jerusalem, when no iron instruments of the builders were

heard. They saw that this could have been true without the intervention of

a miracle.

Zelaldinus is so devoted to building that he sometimes quarries stone

himself, along with the other workmen.

ca. 1580

Monsertate: 219

To say something about Indian towns:--they appear very pleasant from

afar; for they are adorned with many towers and high buildings, in a very

beautiful manner. But when one enters them, one finds that the narrowness,

aimless crookedness, and ill-planning of the streets deprive these cities

of all beauty. Moreover the houses are purposely built without windows on

account of the filth of the streets. None the less the rich adorn the

roofs and arched ceilings of their houses with carvings and paintings:

plant ornamental gardens in their courtyards: make tanks and fish-ponds,

which are lined with tiles of various colours: construct artificial springs

and fountains, which fling showers of water far into the air; and lay down
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promenades paved with brickwork or marble. Yet such houses will show noth-

ing in their facades or entrances by which the eye of the passer-by might

be attracted, and nothing by which it might be known that inside is any-

thing out of the ordinary. The Brachmanae have another style of architec-

ture; but they also beautify their houses with cleverly executed statues

and sculptures of fabulous heroes and monsters either in wood or stone.

They never forget to carve or paint somewhere on their buildings (generally

on the capitals of the columns) the crested snake, which is called by the

Portuguese the 'cuckoo-serpent,' and which I believe to be the Egyptian

asp.

The common people live in lowly huts and tiny cottages: and hence if a

traveller has seen one of these cities, he has seen them all.
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THE AMW0AL CAMP

Rb date

TQ: 43

He (Akbar) is the most honored that whenever he decides to decamp they

load the advance imperial tent (pishkhana-i dawlat) of His Majesty on 500

elephants, 100 strings of mules and 100 strings of camels. It consists of

about 18 rooms (khanas) made from wooden panels (takhtas) with an upper

gallery or balcony (balakhana) and ivans, and they pitch it in an attrac-

tive location. At the time of decamping they separate the takhtas and load

them up. When it is time to get them down the takhtas are fastened togeth-

er with strong iron rings. They cover the inside of the rooms with quilts

of European gold cloth and velvet, and the outside of the rooms is covered

with woolen cloth.

1581

monserrate: 75-77

The King ordered the camp to be made in the traditional Mongol style.

The ancient custom is that the royal pavilion (which they call the Pexqha-

naae, or 'chief house') should be placed in a pleasant open space, if such

can be found. On the right are the tents of the King's eldest son and his

attendant nobles; these are placed next to the royal pavilion. On the left

are those of the second son and his attendants. In the second line are

placed tents of the other royal princes // (if they are present) and of

their attendants. If there are no princes in camp, the most important no-

bles (whether they owe their importance to high position or to the King's

kindness 'and favour) have their quarters to the right and left in the sec-

ond line, next to the King's pavilion. Behind these come the rest of the

troops in tents clustered as closely as possible round their own officers.

To avoid crowding and confusion they are divided into messes, each with its

own location. A separate bazaar is established for the King and each of

the princes and the great nobles, near the tent of the general who is in

attendance on each. Those of the King and the princes are very large and
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very well-stocked, not only with stores of grain and other provisions, but

also with all sorts of merchandise, so that these bazaars seem to belong to

some wealthy city instead of to a camp. They are always made on one plan,

so that anyone who has spent a few days in camp knows his way about the ba-

zaars as well as he does about the streets of his own city. These bazaars

are called Urdu.... // ... The King uses two pavilions, identical in size

and appearance, which are employed for alternate marches, one being carried

on ahead, while he occupies the other. These pavilions have curtains in-

stead of walls, which divide the entrance-apartment from the rest of the

tent. The area they cover is very great. The King has also a roofed

building, like an ordinary house, with steps up to the roof. Such is the

style and arrangement of the Mongol camp.

1002/1593

TA: 11,650

When he arrived on the bank of the river Chinab, the servants of His Majes-

ty, sent in the first instance, a pavilion and audience tent and qanaths

(cloth-walls or screens for tents, etc.) and other furniture from the fa-

rashkhana (store house for tents, etc.), by the hand of Qara Beg Turkman to

meet him. After that a jewelled belt and dagger were sent by the hand of

Hakim 'Ain-ul-mulk. When he arrived within four karohs of Lahore, the Khan

Khanan and Zain Khan Koka and other great amirs were sent to meet him, and

on his arrival at the court, the emperor showed him all kinds of imperial

favour and grace and kindness; and bestowed on him one kror of Muradi Tan-

gahs; he was placed in the rank of the amirs of five thousand horse, and

Multan was conferred on him as his jagir.

General
ATI: 1,47-50

Acin 16

THE ENCAMPMENT ON JOURNEYS

It would be difficult to describe a large encampment; but I shall say
something on the equipage used for hunting parties and short journeys.

1. The Gulal-bar is a grand enclosure, the invention of his Majesty,

the doors of which are made very strong, and secured with locks and keys.

It is never less than one hundred yards square. At its eastern end a pa-
vilion of two entrances is erected, containing 54 divisions, 24 yards long

and 14 broad; and in the middle there stands a large chubin ra,oti [sic],
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and round about it a sara-parda. Adjoining to the chubin, they built up a

two-storied pavilion, in which his Majesty performs divine worship, and

from the top of which, in the morning, he receives the compliments of the

nobility. No one connected with the seraglio enters this building without

special leave. Outside of it, twenty-four chubin ra,otis [sic] are erec-

ted, 10 yards long and 6 yards wide, each separated by a canvas, where the

favourite women reside. There are also other pavilions and tents for the

servants, with sayabans of gold embroidery, brocade, and velvet. Adjoining

to this is a sara-parda of carpet, 60 yards square, within which a few

tents are erected, the place for the Urdu-begis, and other female // ser-

vants. Farther on up to the private audience hall, there is a fine open

space, 150 yards long and 100 yards broad, called the Mahtabi; and on both

sides of it, a screen is set up as before described, which is supported by

poles 6 yards long, fixed in the ground at distances of two yards. The

poles are one yard in the ground, and are ornamented with brass knobs on

the top, and kept firm by two ropes, one passing inside and the other out-

side of the enclosure. The guards watch here, as has been described.

In the midst of the plain is a raised platform, which is protected by

an awning, or Nam-gira, supported by four poles. This is the place where

his Majesty sits in the evening, and none but those who are particularly

favoured are here admitted. Adjoining to the Gulal-bar, there is a circu-

lar enclosure, consisting of twelve divisions, each of thirty yards, the

door of the enclosure opening into the Mahtabi; and in the midst of it is a

Chubin ra,oti [sic], ten yards long, and a tent containing forty divisions,

over which twelve awnings are spread, each of twelve yards, and separated

by canvases. This place, in every division of which a convenient closet is

constructed, is called Ibachki, which is the (ChaghataCi) name used by his

Majesty. Adjoining to this a Sara-parda is being put up, 150 yards in

length and breadth, containing sixteen divisions, of thirty-six square

yards, the Sara-parda being, as before, sustained by poles with knobs. In

the midst of it, the state-hall is erected, by means of a thousand carpets;

it contains seventy-two rooms, and has an opening fifteen yards wide. A

tent-like covering, or Qalandari, made of wax-cloth, or any other lighter

material, is spread over it, which affords protection against the rain and

the sun; and round about it, are fifty awnings, of twelve yards each. The

pavilion, which serves as Diwan-i khass or private audience hall, has pro-

per doors and locks. Here the nobles and the officers of the army, after

having obtained leave through the Bakhshis, pass before the Emperor, the
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list of officers eligible for admission being changed on the first of every

month. The place is decorated, both inside and outside with carpets of

various colours, and resembles a beautiful flower-bed. Outside of it, to a

distance of 350 yards, ropes are drawn, fastened to poles, which are set up

at a distance of three yards from each other. Watchmen are stationed about

them. This is the Diwan-i Amm, or public audience hall, round which, as

above described, // the various guards are placed. At the end of this

place, at a distance of twelve tanabs is the Naqqara Khana, and in the

midst of the area the Akas-diya is lighted up.

Some encampments, as just now described, are sent off, and one of them

is put up by the Farrashes on a piece of ground which the Mir Manzils have

selected as an eligible spot, whilst the other camp furniture is sent in

advance, to await the approach of his Majesty. Each encampment requires

for its carriage 100 elephants, 500 camels, 400 carts, and 100 bearers. It

is escorted by 500 troopers, Mansabdars, Ahadis. Besides, there are em-

ployed a thousand Farrashes, natives of Iran, Turan, and Hindustan, 500

pioneers, 100 water-carriers, 50 carpenters, tent-makers, and torch-bear-

ers, 30 workers in leather, and 150 sweepers.

The monthly pay of the foot [sic] varies from 240 to 130 dams.

ACin 17

THE ENCAMPMENT OF THE ARMY

Although his Majesty but rarely collects his armies, a large number of

troops accompany him in whatever direction an expedition may go; but a con-

siderable number, in every province, are employed on various services, and

are not allowed to follow him. On account of the crowding of camp-follow-

ers, add the number of the troops themselves, it would take a soldier days

to find his tent; and how much worse would it be for a stranger? His Ma-

jesty has invented an admirable method of encamping his troops, which is a

source of much comfort to them. On an open ground they pitch the imperial

seraglio, the audience hall, and the Naqara-khana, all occupying a space

the length of which is 1530 yards. To the right and left, and behind, is

an open space of 360 yards, which no one but the guards is allowed to en-

ter. Within it, at a distance of 100 yards to the left and centre are the

tents of Maryam Makan, and Gulbadan Begum, and other chaste ladies, and the

tents of Prince Danyal; to the // right, those of Prince Sultan Salim, and

to the left, those of Prince Shah Murad. Behind their tents, at some dis-

tance, the offices and workshops are placed, and at a further distance of
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30 yards behind them, at the four corners of the camp, the bazars. The

nobles are encamped without on all sides, according to their rank.

The guards for Thursday, Friday, and Saturday encamp in the centre;

those for Sunday and Monday, on the right; and those for Tuesday and Wed-

nesday, on the left.
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A SLCTION OF CNTTIPORARY REERUU C S TO

BUILDING PROJECTS INITTITED BY AKIAR

BETII 972/1564-65 AND 992/1584

General

TQ: 42

He [Akbarl is the builder of buildings who, from the tiraz of the robe

of glories and the Cunvan of the book of illustrious acts, built fine

abodes (biqac) in Ajmer, lofty buildings (Cimarat) in Fathabad Sikri, a

fort (qalCa) of red stone of tremendous solidity in the dar al-khilafat of

Agra, and the city (shahr) of Lahore entirely with baked brick (khisht-i

pukhta) as well as buildings (Cimarat) in numerous other cities of India.

The manner of those wondrous buildings (binaha) with wondrous shapes (ash-

kal), wonderful decorations (nuqush) and subtleties of form (sifat) is such

that nowhere in the seven climes can their equal be found. They are firm

like the foundation (asas) of the empire and resemble Alexander's wall in

strength. He arranged them all in such a way that their decoration (nu-

qush) is protected from desiccation and peeling, and their structure (bina)

from ruin and destruction, until the extinction of the world from the pass-

ing of the months and years, and therefore proof of the verse, "The people

of the many-columned city of CIram, whose like has never been built in the

whole land" (Koran 89:7), becomes evident.

Nagarchin

972/1564-65

AN: II,357-58

Among the occurrences were the laying [of I the foundations of

Nagarcain, and the playing of polo. The Architect of the workshop of

wonders and the Geometrician of marvels hath willed that the holy

personality of H.M. the Shahinshah shall be such an aggregate of

perfections that he display celestial glories in everything; and that in

every place he shall devise thoughts of beauty // and be the adorner of

kingdoms. Accordingly H.M. turned his attentions towards the improving and
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beautifying of the noble village of Kakrali. That land of flowers was

distinguished among pleasant places for its climate, etc., and was one

league (farsang) distant from Agra, and H.M. frequently halted there when

he left the city for recreation or hunting. There he enjoyed the sport of

hunting, and soothed his mind by the capture of beasts and birds (i.e.,

hawking) in those meadows. When he returned from Mandu to the capital, he

decreed that pleasant dwellings and life-cherishing gardens should be made

there. Accordingly engineers laid the foundations of delightful houses in

an auspicious hour and in the time of a fixed constellation which is

suitable for the foundation of delight. In a short time clever builders

finished the work. Similarly, the officers and other servants created

dwellings and laid out gardens suitable to their conditions. It soon

became so civilized that it was like the cheek-mole of cities. H.M. gave

to that holy spot and first-fruits of mystery the name of Nagarcain, viz.,

the city of repose. He often played polo there, and enjoyed hunting there.

In this year, the ambassador of Shah Tahmasp, the ruler of Persia, ar-

rived and brought the rarities of that country as a present. Sultan Mahmud

of Bakar begged that he might attain the office of Khanlar-khani, i.e., of

Khan-Khanan; but as there were officers greater than he, who, from knowing

their position and from perceiving the nature of their predecessors, had

not asked for this appointment, he did not succeed in his request. He sent

much gold as a present to the Shah, who is now defunct, with the idea that

perhaps by his recommendations he might obtain this good fortune. The Shah

had accepted his request and had referred to the matter in his letter. But

as the Khedive of the world was seated on the masnad of approbation of

merit and of justice, the currency required was merit, not recommendation.

Especially when one like MunCim Khan held this high office. Accordingly

the request of the Shah was declined, and the ambassador was dismissed ac-

cording to the rules of princes.

Nagarchin

972/1564-65

MT: II,68-70

In this year the building of the city of Nagarchin took place. On this

subject one of the nobles, at the time of the composition of the Akbar-na-

mah, ordered me to compose some lines, which I here insert without altera-

tion:--
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"When the Architect of the workshop of invention, through the prompt-

ings of original genius, suggested to the lofty thoughts of the absolute

monarch, who is the builder of the metropolis of the world, and-especially

the artificer of the shrine of Hind, that, in accordance with [the verse]:

// "The world-upholder, the world to hold, doth know,
One place to uproot, and then another sow:"

he should make resting places for the glorious imperial cavalcade, by gra-

ciously building at every stage, and on every clod of soil, where the air

of the place was temperate, its fields extensive, its water sweet, and its

plains were level--and what was there! for cool spots, and pleasant dwell-

ings, and fragrant resting places, and sweet waters, with a view to pre-

servation of the gift of bodily health, and with a view to the possibility

of an evenly-balanced condition of the soul, all of which may possibly be

conducive to the knowledge and service of God, are a number of the six

necessaries of existence; and especially at a time when some of the royal

occupations such as exercise and hunting, were therein involved--for these

reasons, in this year of happy augury, after his return from his journey to

Malwah, when the friends of the empire were victorious, and the enemies of

the kingdom had been conquered, before the eyes of a genius lofty in its

aims, and the decision of a mind world-adorning, it befell, that, when he

had made a place called Ghrawali (which is one farsang distant from Agra,

and in respect of the excellence of its water, and the pleasantness of its

air, has over a host of places a superiority and a perfect excellence) the

camping-place of his imperial host, and the encampment of his ever-enduring

prosperity, and when he had gained repose for his heaven-inspired mind from

the annoyances incidental to city-life, he spent his felicity-marked mo-

ments, sometimes in chougan-playing, sometimes in racing Arabian dogs, and

sometimes in flying birds of various kinds; and, accepting the building of

that city of deep-foundations as an omen of the duration of the edifice of

the palace of his undecaying Sultanate, and as a presage of the increase of

his pomp and state, his all-penetrating firman was so gloriously executed,

that all who obtained the favour of being near to his resting-place, and

were deemed worthy of the sight of his benevolence, one and all built for

themselves in that happy place lofty dwellings and spacious habitations,

land in a short time the plain of that pleasant valley under the ray of the

favour of his Highness, the adumbration of the divinity, became the mole on

the cheek of the new bride // of the world, and received the name of Nagar-
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chin, which is the Hindustani for the Persian Aman-abad, "Security's-

abode": -

"Praise be to God! that picture, which the heart desired,

Issued forth from the invisible behind the curtain of felicity."

It is one of the traditional wonders of the world, that of that city

and edifice not a trace now is left, so that its site is become a level

plain--"Profit then by this example ye who are men of insight!" as the

author of the Qamus has said: "Of seven or eight cities, called Mancurah,

or Mancuriyyah, built by a mighty king, or monarch of pomp in their time,

at this time not one is inhabited:" "Will they not journey through the

land, and observe what has been the end of those who were before them."

Eagarchbn

972/1564-65

TA: 11,287

At the time, when the emperor returned from Mandu, and was occupied

with pleasure and enjoyment at the capital, he used to go often on pleasure

trips to Kerani, which among the places in the neighbourhood of the capital

city of Agra, was distinguished for the sweetness of its water and the

delicacy of its air. As the open place there was fit for the erection of

elegant buildings, a farman was issued for the planning and construction of

grand palaces; and within a short time, beautiful mansions and elegant

structures were completed; and a great city was built, which received the

name of Nagar-chain.

Agra

972/1565

AN: 11,372-3

Among the principal events of the year was the founding of the fort of

Agra. It is not concealed from the minds of the mathematical and the ac-

quainted with the mechanism of the spheres that since the world-adorning

creator hath decked Time and the Terrene with the existence of the Shahin-

shah in order that the series of creations might be perfected, that wise-

hearted one has exercised himself in bringing each individual life from the

secrecy of potentiality to the theatre of performance. At one time he has

prepared the constituents of rule by perfecting the earth for animated

nature by improving agriculture by irrigation and the sowing of seeds. At

another time he establishes spiritual and temporal dominion by building
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fortresses for the protection of products and the guarding of honour and

prestige. Accordingly, he at this time gave directions for the building in

Agra--which by position is the centre of Hindustan--of a grand fortress

such as might be worthy thereof, and correspond to the dignity of his do-

minions. An order was then issued that the old fort which was built on the

east bank of the Jamna, and whose pillars had been shaken by the revolu-

tions of time and the shocks of fortune, should be removed, and that an

impregnable fort should be built of hewn stone. It was to be stable like

the foundation of the dominion of the sublime family and permanent like the

pillars of its fortunes. Accordingly, lofty-minded mathematicians and able

architects laid the foundations of this great building in an hour which was

supreme for establishing a fortress. The excavations were made through

seven strata of earth. The breadth of the wall was three badshahi yards //

and its height sixty yards. It was provided with four gates whereby the

doors of the dominion were opened towards the four quarters of the world.

Every day 3 to 4,000 active builders and strong-armed labourers carried on

the work. From the foundations to the battlements, the fortress was com-

posed of hewn stone, each of which was polished like the world-revealing

mirror, and was ruddy as the cheek of fortune. And they were so joined

together that the end of a hair could not find place between them. This

sublime fortress, the like of which had never been seen by a fabulous geo-

metrician, was completed with its battlements, breastwork, and its loop-

holes (sang-andaz) in the space of eight years under the faithful super-

intendence of Qasim Khan Mir Barr u Bahr.

Agra

971/1563-64

TQ: 144-49

CHAPTER ON THE ACCOUNT OF THE CONSTRUCTION (CIMARAT) OF THE DAR AL-KHILAFAT

OF AGRA, THROUGH THE AUSPICIOUSNESS OF THE LOFTY-MINDED ASPIRATION

OF THE FOUNDATIONS OF KINGSHIP, AND A SHORT MENTION OF THE CONSTRUCTION

(BINA') OF THAT HONORABLE LOFTY FORT (HISN) THROUGH THE HELP OF THE

KINDNESS OF HIS EXALTED LORD [GOD].

It will not be hidden from the mind of the perfect incomparable engi-

neers (muhandisan) of blessed monuments (athar) and clever unequalled ar-

tisans (hunarmandan) of sweet works that a good name for kings is [achieved

by means of] lofty buildings (cimarat), just as they have said, "The build-

er (micmar) is long-lived." That is to say a builder (Cimarat kunanda) has
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a long life. In other words, the name of kings lasts long on account of

their works (athar). The Creator, God, may he be glorified and exalted,

brought into existence the created things of the world, and created the

length and the breadth of the sky and the earth, and he did not order any-

one in their creation. When the world became manifest, a voice said, "Have

a look at my buildings." As He says, "Do they not see towards the sky

above them, how have we built it?" From this preface, it is clear that the

advantages of building (imarat) cannot be expressed. Great men have said,

"The honor of man is his building (bina') and the aspiration of man is his

house (dar)." That is to say, the standard of the measure of men is as-

sessed by the worth of [their] // building (Cimarat) and from their high

mindedness is estimated the state of their house (khana). In accordance

with these preliminary remarks, a part of the buildings (cimarat) which the

king of the world and monarch of the earth, may he rule over the world till

eternity! has constructed in the fort (qalCa) of the dar al-khilafat of

Agra [will be described].

Verse:

Decorator of the country of kingship,
Specially favored with the kindness of God.

If in the days of yore, every one of the great kings and illustrious

monarchs, constructed for worldly show, momentary delight and temporary

pleasure a palace (qasr) or an edifice (bina') which came from the time of

their rule, praise be to the Exalted Allah. In the time of the last one of

the time, the creator of the two worlds made his divine guidance a compan-

ion of the sultan of sultans, shadow of Allah on earth, sultan on the land

of Allah, helper of the creatures of Allah ... [sic], Abu al-Muzaffar Jalal

ad-Din Muhammad Akbar Padshah, may his kingdom be eternal. At this time,

His Majesty the king laid the foundation (tarh andakhtan) of a fort (qalCa)

at the dar al-khilafat of Agra, which is among the great regions of India,

and a magnificent land bedecked with fineries. Accordingly, skilled archi-

tects (micmaran) and incomparable masters (ustadan) at an auspicious hour

in the year 971 [1563-64] and at a propitious time, on the date of Sunday,

laid its foundation. Nimble-handed masters of art (hunarvaran), each one

of whom was the foremost of the clime attended to the subtleties of its

fineness. Two thousand master stonemasons (ustad-i sang tarash) and two

thousand master workers in clay and lime (ustad-i gilkar va chunakar) who

worked for the construction ( imarat) of the fort (qalCa) came to the place

of work every day. Eight thousand laborers (mazdur) who carried stone and
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lime (chuna) to the place of work, worked on that fort (qal a). A thou-

sand carts of red stone (sang-i surkh) were brought from the village of

Fathpur Sikri and up to one hundred boats brought via the Jumna from the

capital Delhi, pellet stones (sang-i ghalula).

Verse:

In every direction a cart started running [to cart]
A load which the sky could not track.

A fort (qalCa) of red stone (sang-i surkh) was built on the bank of the

Jumna, which like the palaces (qusur) // of abundant joy and the palaces

(qusur) of the sublime heavens, obtained the order of status (of the Quran-

ic verse) "Gardens beneath which rivers flow." And the impregnability of

the fort (hisar) and its strength surpassed the strength of the palaces

(qusur) of Khavarnaq.

Mathnavi:

May the edifice (bina') of the palaces (qusur) be prosperous
through you!

May the failings of the bad be away from your palace (qasr).

The foundation (asas) of such a palace (qasr) of heavenly threshold
Is fit for being above the ninth heaven.

A flourishing city (shahr), the abundant delicacies of which at the

time of abundance and hope could provide security for all the inhabitants

under the expanse of heaven, and the spring-habitations of the benefits of

its monuments (athar) could encompass the inhabitants of the regional dis-

tricts, through the abundance of pools (iyad) and the multitude of pas-

tures. The purity and elegance of its blameless palaces (qusur) is a

source of jealousy for CIram of lofty pillars (Camad). The quality of its

agreeable buildings (Cimarat) and unequalled places (amakin) are "such as

the like of which has not been created in the world." The Tigris of Bagh-

dad, out of jealousy for its flowing water, has taken up its residence at

the bottom of the river, and has put wrinkles on its forehead like the

shameful ones, with dry lips and wet eyes, and applied the indigo of dis-

grace on the cheek of the fountain of life. Such a number of varied ves-

sels and fords have been floated on the river for the need of so many peo-

ple as cannot be accommodated in geometrical figures of the imagination.

The multitude of foreigners from all sorts of nations, from the corners of

the four sides of the world, have gathered, for trade and fulfillment of

necessities, in such a country that the dar al-khilafat of Agra has become

all of India. There are so many large cities (shahrha) in the region, its
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districts and its dependencies, that the smallest city (shahr) from the

area is larger than Baghdad and Shiraz. Among these is the city (shahr) of

Delhi and the city (shahr) of Lahore. In the whole country of India, they

will not find a kuroh of land which is not fit for building (cimarat) or

cultivation.

Verse:

An auspicious city (shahr) and blessed country, the like of which
heaven has not seen in the world in its time.

The entire wall (divar) thereof and its gates (taqha) are also of red

stone (sang-i surkh) // such that imagination stands astonished there at

and the heavenly vault (taq-i falak) feels jealous of its sight. The cir-

cumference of its ramparts (baru) in Akbarshahi zira ... [several words

missing in the text], the width of the wall (divar) is fifteen Akbarshahi

gaz and the height of the rampart (baru) from the foundation (bunyad) to

the top of the battlements (sharafha) is fifty-five gaz, as if they have

taken it to the water level. Along the breadth of the rampart (baru) they

have made houses (khanaha) and belvederes (manzarha) for the household and

have erected on each side (zilc ) strong towers (buruj). Around the fort

(qalca) they have drawn a curtain wall (shadurvan) of mortar (gach) and

lime (chuna) so that no damage is caused to the wall (divar) of the fort

(qalCa) from the water of the ditch (khandaq). It may also be taken as the

base of the fort (qalCa). Around the curtain wall (shadurvan) has been dug

a ditch (khandaq) with a distance of twenty gaz from the curtain wall (sha-

durvan) to the wall (divar) of the moat (khandaq). Within a short period,

on account of the many people and thronging masses, it became a large city

(misr). On account of its abundant elegance and beauty, it also became a

resplendant bazaar. The correctness of this claim is the remains of fresh-

ness and prosperity, the rising place of whose rays is justice and kind-

ness, as is apparent on its pages and obvious from the conditions of its

residents and inhabitants. A building (imarat) of such beauty has not

been seen [before].

Verse:

There is no edifice (bina') of such beauty,
And if there is one, it would not be so beautiful.

On the sides of that fort (qalCa) lofty buildings (Cimarat) have been

constructed, [of] red stone blocks (alvah va ahjar-i surkh). In that Bi-

hishtabad [abode of paradise] they have raised belevederes (manazar) which

are a source of jealousy for the upper chambers (ghuraf) of the heavenly
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prototype of the KaCba and the loftily raised roof (saqf) [of the sky].

They have wrought firm columns (icmad) and-irrevocable ribs (azlac) from

the sides with artifices of decoration (arayish), and varieties of extrava-

gance and ornamentation (namayish). The surface (Carsa) of the ground has

been paved with stone blocks (ahjar) and the ceiling (saqf) and the wall

(jidar) and the doors (dar) and walls (divarha) thereof have been painted

(musawvvar), inlaid (munabbat) and adorned with pictures (manqush). The

soul of Mani is bewildered and stunned at its portraits (tamthil) and pic-

tures (tasavir). The sides of the cornice (shurfat) of its ivan are of

lattice work (shibak) and it appears on the earth as a source of jealousy

for the highest heaven. Whosoever saw the spacious expanse of that place

(makan) and the arrangement of ornament (nuzhat) of that edifice (bunyan)

found the affairs of the kingdom and means of authority in full accord with

this order and the high and low, in consonance with allegiance and obedi-

ence. The superintendence (daroghagi) // of that lofty building (Cimarat)

was entrusted to the good management of authority wielding Muhammad Qasim

Khan Mir-i Bahr. The said khan carried out the royal mandate in such a way

that the lofty buildings (Cimarat) and high city complex (shahristan) of

red stone (sang-i surkh) were completed within a period of three years. In

its sides were opened four gates (darvaza). The work which the kings of

absolute authority cannot accomplish in ten years, the superintendent (da-

rogha) and chief administrators (sarkardaran) of that lofty building

(Cimarat) brought about in three years. Intelligent persons having ex-

pressed astonishment in that matter, praised the supervisors (karfarmayan)

and chief administrators (sarkardaran). Those who have seen the world were

bewildered by such obedience to orders. Consequently, Jupiter from above

the sixth firmament, composed these verses in praise and eulogy of his ma-

jesty the shadow-spreading king, that is the emperor Akbar:

How excellent! On the royal throne (masnad-i shahi), through the
grace of divine bounty

[He is] the first ahdi in grandeur and the second Alexander in
prowess.

With the hand of your ambition you keep the foundation (bunyad) of
the world established and firm;

In the period of your government, the fort (hisn) of Islam is for-
ever strong and impregnable.

From the rank of your worth, the sultans deserve exaltation,
For on account of [having touched] your foot, the hand of a sultan

feels proud till the day of resurrection.
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You laid out a fort (qal a) in the country of India, of which, on
account of dignity,

Khalil always sings praises out of heart and soul.

It has come to be the circumambulation-pl1ace (mataf) of angels; it
is that heavenly prototype of the Ka ba,

Since through divine support, you have been the builder (bani) of
that fort (qalCa)

The azure-colored sky always keeps its back bent like an eyebrow
So that it can place its forehead [made] of eyes on its threshold

(astan) //

Saturn on the seventh terrace (bam) of the green sky, has come to
his audience hall (dargah)

In the garb of a Hindu for door-keeping.

What ambition! What pomp! What benevolence! What power [it is]
that people from far and from near obtain their share from
these.

Prayers for His Majesty the King:

May God keep this founder of sovereignty permanent and happy
Over the head of the people of the world!

Poetic fragment:

Two buildings ( imarat) like the most sublime of heaven were com-
pleted

In the period of the government of the lord of conjunction of seven
climes.

One in the city (khitta) of the dar al-khilafat of Agra,
And the other in the city (khitta) of Sikri, the place (maqam) of

Shaykh Salim.

Heaven for the date of these two lofty palaces (qasr)
Wrote down, "Two sublime paradises," (du bihisht-i barin [= 979])

with the eternal pen.

Agra

972/1565

NT: II,74-75

In this year the project of building the fortress of Agrah was con-

ceived; and its citadel, which had before been of bricks, he had built of

hewn-stone. And he ordered a tax of the value of three sers of corn on

every jarib of land in the disrict, and appointed collectors and officers

from the Amirs who held jagirs to collect it. In the course of five years

it was completed. [The dimensions of the fortress are as follows:]

breadth of wall, 10 guz, // height 40 guz; with a deep trench both sides of
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which were built up with stone and lime, its width 20 guz, its depth to the

surface of the water 10 guz, and it was filled with water from the river

Jamna. And the like of that fortress can scarcely be shown in any other

district. And the date of the gate thereof was found by Shaikh Faizi to be

Bina-i dar-i Bihisht, "The building of the gate of Paradise." And the cost

of the building of the fortress was about three krors. After it was com-

pleted it became the depository and store house of all the gold of Hindu-

stan, and this mnemosynon was found for the date: Shud bina-i qilCah bahr

zar, "The fortress was built for the sake of gold." And in truth it is not

known to any how to convert that dead gold into live-stock, except to him

who applies the verse: "And the Earth hath cast forth her burdens," so that

it should say impromptu "God, who giveth a voice to all things, giveth us a:

voice":-

"Gold in the hand of a worldly man,
0 brother, is still in the ore.
Gold, my son, is meant to be enjoyed;
For hoarding, gold is no better than stone."

Agra

972/1565

TA: 11II,293-94

During this year, a noble order was issued that in place of the citadel

in the fort of Agra, which was built of bricks and at this time had become

old and ruinous, a fort should be built of dressed stone; and in accordance

with the order, the foundations were laid, and the fort was completed in

the course of four years. It has, to-day no rival in the whole of the in-

habited world. The width of its walls is ten yards and the walls are built

of stone // placed in mortar, and are faced on both sides with dressed

stone which has been highly polished. The height of the fort is more than

forty yards, and a moat has been dug around it, both sides of which have

been built of stone and mortar. The breadth of the moat is twenty yards

and its depth ten yards. Water comes into it from the river Jumna. Nearly

three Krors of tankas were spent in the construction of this great edifice.

The date of the foundation of its gate was found in the words, binai Dar-i-

bihisht (the foundation or building of the gate of paradise).
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Nagarchin

973/1566

TA: 11,315

After spending some days in pleasure and enjoyment, he went to Nagar-

chain, where splendid buildings were being erected. There the occupation

of Chaugan (polo) acquired a predominance over other forms of pleasure, and

the emperor spent most of his time in it. As the pleasure of the amusement

had made such a conquest over his noble disposition, he arranged for fire

(illuminated) balls for dark nights; and busily occupied himself in this

game. From the sparks, which flew out of the balls when they were hit, a

light appeared from which the position of the ball was ascertained. This

was a special invention of His Majesty. It sometimes happened that the

ball flew into the air, and one of the adversaries caught it in the air and

passed it between the posts; and this passing was considered equivalent to

a goal. And sometimes it happened that the other party coming to oppose

them did not permit the man (hitting the ball) to pass through the posts

and the two parties then struggled together and there was wrestling between

them; it was indeed a wonderful spectacle.

Jaunpur

973/1566

TA: 11,313

When his Majesty marched from Nizamabad, and made Jaunpur, an object of

the increased envy of paradise, he directed, that a pleasant site should be

selected for a great palace, and solid foundations should be laid for it.

He also ordered that the amirs should, according to their status, build

mansions and houses; and it was decided, that as long as there should be

left any vestige of CAli Quli Khan and his brother, the city of Jaunpur

should continue to be the seat of the throne, and the imperial troops

should remain engaged in their pursuit; so that as long as the punishment

of their evil deeds should not be placed in the skirts of their destiny,

the troops should have no rest.

Ajmer

978/1570

AN: II,516-17

At this same auspicious time an order was issued for repairing and en-

larging the fort of Ajmir. Accordingly able architects laid deep founda-
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tions and in an auspicious hour began to construct that noble building with

stone and lime. All the mansions, and all the abodes of high and low were

included within the area, and in a short space of time much work was done,

and praise was given by the Shahinshah. Towards the east of the city,

halls of state were erected. In the course of three years all the build-

ings of the fort and the Shahinshah's mansions were completed, and in the

following year they were made places of light by his advent. Similarly,

all the nobles and officers made, in accordance with orders, suitable

dwell- // ings and gardens. By the blessing of the noble advent such a

grand city arose in a short space of time as could not be seen in the

imaginative mirrors of magical geometricians.

Ajmer

978/1570

ST: 11,137

On the 20th of Rabi'lakhir of this year the Emperor departed from Fathpur,

where he had remained twelve days, and then went towards Ajmir with the

intention of paying his vows. He laid the foundations of a fortress in the

environs of that pure city, and ordered a lofty palace to be built by the

great Amirs. On Friday the 4th of Jamadi'l Akhir marching thence he came

in the course of twelve days to Nagor. And he ordered the great tank of

that city to be dug out, and distributed the work among the Amirs, and he

named it Shukr-talao.

AJmer

978/1570

TA: II,361

As His Majesty used to go once every year, from wherever he might hap-

pen to be, to Ajmir for the purpose of circumambulating the tomb of the

Polestar of the seekers of God, Mu'in-ul-Huq Wad-ud-din Hasan Sanjari, (may

his tomb be sanctified!) in this auspicious year also, he put his foot of

state in the stirrup of happiness, and started for Ajmir, on the 20th

Rabi'-ul-Akhir in the year 978 A.H., in order to offer thanks for the great
gift. He waited for twelve days in Futhpur for arranging various necessary
matters; and then, by successive marches, he arrived at Ajmir, and made it

the object of the envy of the gardens of paradise. He pleased and grati-

fied the residents of that delectable garden by universal benefactions. He

also, for the purpose of ameliorating the condition of the people, (a de-
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sire for) which had been engrained in the composition of the creed of that

Badshah of sublime descent, ordered that strong fortification should be

erected round Ajmir. A grand palace was also erected for his own resi-

dence. The amirs and Khans and other attendants of the threshold vied with

one another in the erection of mansions. His Majesty distributed the

village and hamlets in the neighbourhood of Ajmir, among the amirs, that

they might spend the income derived from them in the construction of their

houses.

Agra

979/1571

TQ: 149

From the foundation (asas) of the buildings (Cimarat) on which is based

the order of the world of being and decaying, and from the signs (athar) of

daily-increasing fortune, this blessed king of heavenly power, the dust of

the cavalcade of whose armies is the collyrium for the bright eyes of the

sky, spent kingly treasures and royal treasure-houses (zakhirat) on the

building (imarat) of the fort (qal a) of the dar al-khilafat of Agra which

is the capital (maqarr-i sarir) of the sultanate, as has been written in

detail and presented earlier.

Poetic fragment:

It was built in such an attractive, fine and beautiful manner, by

the order of Faridun ... builder (bani),
That if you seek its second in the world, you will not find....

Surat

980/1573

MT: II,150

They say that the reason for Khudawand Khan's building this fort was,

that the Portuguese used to exercise all kinds of animosity and hostility

against the people of Islam, and used to occupy themselves in devastating

the country, and tormenting the pious. At the time of the commencement of

the building they ceased not to throw the builders into confusion, firing

continually at them from their ships, but they could not prevent them. The

architects skilled in geometry and expert in subtleties carried the founda-

tions of the ceinture of the fort down to the water, and also dug a moat of

the same depth, and on the two sides of the fort which adjoined the land

they built a wall of stone, adamant, and burnt brick. The length of the
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wall was thirty-five yards, and the breadth of the four walls of the fort

was fifteen yards, and their height as well as the depth of the moat was

twenty yards. The centres of each two stones were joined with iron clamps,

and the interstices and joints were made firm with molten lead. The bat-

tlements and embrasures were so lofty and beautiful that the eye of the

spectator was astonished at them. On the bastions which overlooked the sea

they made a gallery, which in the opinion of the Europeans, is a specialty

of Portugal and an invention of their own. The Europeans were very much

opposed to the building of that Choukandi, and endeavoured to prevent it by

force of arms. But at last they resorted to peaceful measures, and agreed

to pay a round sum of money, if they would leave off building the Choukan-

di. But Khudawand Khan through his love and zeal for Islam gave the reins

to his high spirit, and would not consent, and in spite of the Christians

soon carried out his purpose of completing the building.

Surat

980/1573

TA: II,382

Khudawand Khan collected expert masons at the time, and arranged for the

strengthening of the fort. The skilled engineers planned the building in

such a way, that on both the landward sides of the fort moats were dug

twenty yards in width which reached to the water, and the walls were built

of stone and lime and burnt bricks from the water. The breadth of the

double walls was five yards; and their height twenty yards. One of the

curiosities of the construction was this, that the stones were fastened

together with iron clamps, and molten lead was poured into the joints and

interstices. The turrets and embrasures were built in such a way, that the

eyes of the spectators were astonished on seeing them. On each bastion of

the fort, a chaukandi was built, which in the opinion of the Firangis, be-

longed specially to Portugal. As the Firangis could not prevent the erec-

tion of the fort by war and strife, they offered large sums of money to

prevent the building of these chaukandis. Khudawand Khan, having made up

his mind to set the opinion of the Firangis at defiance, rejected all their

prayers and completed the construction of the chaukandis.
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Allahabad

981/1573

TA: II,438

On the 23rd of the aforementioned month, the site of Ilahabas which is

at the confluence of the rivers Ganges and Jumna; and is a very sacred

place of the Hindus; and where the architect Himmat CAli has laid the foun-

dation of a city, became the halting place of the great fleet.

Agra-Ajmer

981/1573-74

MT: 11,176

In this year a lofty college [Cimarat] and high and spacious palaces

were built on the road to Ajmir. And the cause of this was as follows:

His Majesty's extreme devotion induced him every year to go on a pilgrimage

to that city, and so he ordered a palace to be built at every stage between

Agrah and that place, and a pillar to be erected and a well sunk at every

coss. Ever so many hundreds of thousands of stags' horns, which the emper-

or had killed during the course of his life were placed on these pillars as

a memorial to the world. And Mil-i shakh "Mile-horn" gives the date.

Would that instead of these he had ordered gardens and caravanserais to be

made!

Agra-Ajer

981/1573-74

TQ: 46

He [Akbar] is the guide and leader who between the dar al-khilafat of

Agra and the city (khitta) of Ajmer, which is a distance of 140 Akbarshahi

kurohs [about 280 miles] devised and executed lofty pillars (minarha) and

residences (manazil) each ten kurohs [about 20 miles]. At every kuroh a

minar was ordered and the antlers of deer that His Majesty the Lion-captur-

ing Emperor had hunted were arranged in each one. In each one there are

300 to 400 antlers protruding in all directions, the reason for them being

the desire that each time he goes along that route the road should not dis-

appear, and when he turns to visit [the tomb of] His Highness the Polestar

of the Saints Khwaja MuCin ad-din Chishti [in Ajmer]- he should not need

tents and pavilions (khayma, khargah, bargah and saraparda). He also con-

structed unparalleled buildings (Cimarat) in Ajmer that would require too

much space to describe. For the date [of construction] of the minars and
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the antler ornaments a chronogram was said:

From Ajmer to Agra at every kuroh,
The world's shah has erected a milestone (minar),

That each traveller who passes by,
Would be informed by them of each kuroh,

Since they were adorned with hunted antlers,
Say "antler tower" (mil-i shakh [= 981]) for the date [of their
construction].

982/1574-75
AN: III,156

One of the occurrences was that for the comfort of travellers he issued an

order that at every kos of the way from Agra to Ajmir a pillar (minar)

should be set up, and be adorned with deer horns so that those who had lost

their way might have a mark, and that strength might be given to the fa-

tigued.

Mecca

984/1576-77

Ni: 11,246

And on the sixth of the month Rajab, which is the anniversary of the

decease of Hazrat Khwajah (may God sanctify his glorious tomb!) the Emperor

arrived at Ajmir. And Sultan Khwajah, son of Khwajah Khawand Mahmud he ap-

pointed ir Haji, and sent a sum of six lacs of rupees, in money and goods,

to be distributed among the deserving people of Makkah and Madinah, and for

building a Khanah in the sacred precincts. When the Emperor dismissed Sul-

tan Khwajah on his road to the two Sacred Cities, he himself, with bare

head and feet, and dressed in the Ihram, and in every respect clothed like

a pilgrim, and having shorn his head a little, went a little distance in

his train. At this a cry broke forth from the multitude, and he showed

himself moved by their devotion.

hAbir (anoharpur)

985/1577

IT: 11,258-59
In the neighbourhood of the town of Ambir, in the district of Multan,

which is an ancient city which had become totally ruined, the Emperor com-

manded the rebuilding of the city. A lofty castle, and gates and a garden

were apportioned out to the Amirs, and they expended the greatest energy in

the work of building, so that in // eight days it was finished. And the
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Emperor made the rayats settle down in that district. He called the place

after the name of Rai Manohar, son of Rai Lonkaran, governor of Sambhar,

and gave it the name of Manohar-pur. This Manohar, whom they called for

some time Mirza Manohar, grew up and was educated in the service of the

eldest prince, and attained to great proficiency. Now he composes poetry

and bears the title of Tusani, and an exceedingly able young man he is.

Ambir (Nanoharpur)

985/1577

TA: II,504-06

(The emperor) commenced the return journey under the wings of honour

and grandeur; and when he arrived in the neighbourhood of the town of Am-

birsar, he ordered the erection of a fort and city // in the village of

Multhan, one of the dependencies of the town of Ambirsar; and he distri-

buted the task of the erection of the walls and the fort and the doors and

the gardens among the amirs, and impressed on them the necessity of their

early completion. A structure, which would not have been finished in the

course of years, was thus completed in a period of twenty days. After that

a noble order was issued, that raiyyats and various classes of artisans,

from all parganas of that suba should settle in that fort. As the land had

from ancient times, belonged to Rai Lonkarn, this city was named // Manohar

Nagar after the name of his son, who bore the name of Manohar, and was a

young man of polished manners; and composed good Persian poetry, and had

the Takhallus (poetical nom-de-plume) Tusni.

Ajmer (?)

988/1580

TA: 11,525-26

In short on Friday the 24th of ShaCban, the emperor dismounted at a

place five karohs from Ajmir, and went on foot to the tomb which is the re-

cipient of light, and performed the duty of circumambulation. At this time

Tarsun Muhammad, governor of Pattan Gujrat, arrived and rendered homage.

The sublime standards then came into motion, the emperor hunted along the

road in pargana Sambhar, which contains salt mines, and returning to the

seat of the throne of the Khilafat gave orders, and a spacious pavilion

having arched openings was erected on one side of the palace, and was named

the Masjid, where there should be namaz (prayers) by the people, five times
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during the day and night. On the 21st of the month of // Shawwal, the pa-

vilions of grandeur were pitched in Fathpur, the city of happiness.

Atak Banaras

989/1581

AN: 111,520-21

One of the occurrences was the founding [of] the fort of Atak Benares.

It was the secret design of the world-adorner that when // the army arrived

at this boundary, a lofty fortress should be built. On this occasion the

place which far-sighted men had chosen was approved of. On 15 Khurdad

(near the end of May 1588) after the passing of two pahars two gharis the

foundation was laid by the holy hand in accordance with this name, just as

in the extremity of the eastern provinces there is a fortress named Katak

Benares. It was placed under the charge of Khwaja Shamsu-d-din Khafi, who

had come from Bengal about this time. In a short time it was beautifully

finished. There was a noble barrier placed between Hindustan and Kabulis-

tan, and it was made the material for enforcing the obedience of the tur-

bulent of that border. The helpless obtained a means of subsistence, the

seekers of traffic obtained confidence, and world-traversers had security.

Atak anaras

989/1581

NT: 11,301

In the month of Rabi Cus-sani of this year the Emperor ordered to be

built on the banks of the Indus, which is generally known as the Sind-

sagar, a fortress, which he called Atak Banaras, to distinguish it from

Katak Banaras.

Alahabad
991/1583

AN: III,617-18

With these far-reaching thoughts he on 5 Aban (about the middle of

October) set out from Fathpur. As his intention was to proceed to the

eastern provinces, he in accordance with the rules of the experienced men

of India, went off on a lofty elephant and travelled 3-1/2 kos (a day)....

On the 1st Azar he reached the wished-for spot, and next day in an auspi-

cious hour he laid the foundation of the city, and planned out four forts.

In each he arranged for lordly residences. The beginning (of the city) was
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the place where the rivers joined. In the first (fort) he fixed that there

were to be twelve buildings. In every one there were delightful apart-

ments. There // was a garden which was the special private chamber of the

Shahinshah. In the second there was a place for the Begams and the Prin-

ces. In the third there were to be residences for the distant relatives

and for the personal attendants. The fourth was for the soldiers and sub-

jects. The engineers produced master-pieces, and in a short time the first

(fort) was admirably completed. Every one had a place suitable to his

rank. In a short time a great city was established.

Allahabad

991/1583

NT: II,344-46

This year after sending Mirza Khan and the army of Malwah to Gujrat the

Emperor started from Agrah in a boat on a pleasure expedition to Ilahabad,

which is a new erection on the site of Prayag, an old sacred city of the

Hindus, where they had built several fortresses.... // ... The Emperor

stayed four months there, and sent Zain Khan Kokah, and Bir Bar, who had

formerly been a servant of Rajah Ram Chand B'hatta, on an embassy to Chora-

garh. Ram Chand agreed to submit, and after paying Zain Khan all sorts of

hospitality, he kept him with him until he came in his company to Fathpur,

and did homage there....

At that time, Aczam Khan came in haste from Hajipur to Ilahabad and did

homage, and receiving leave to depart he went quickly back again to bring

his army. And the Amirs laid in that city the foundations of a great

building: and it was determined that thenceforth that place should be the

Capital. And they struck a new coinage, and Sharif Sarmadi, the registrar

of outposts of whom some one said:--

"There were two registrars, and both were coarse,
One was Sharif and not Nafis, //
The other was Nafis and not Sharif,"

wrote this verse for the coin:--

"Ever may it current be,
Like the gold of sun and moon,
From east to west of the world,
The coinage of Ilahabad."
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Location unknown

992/1584

!: 11,351-52

In this year many of the Amirs and magnates of the Empire -----, and

among them was Muhammad Baqi, brother of Adham han....

And another was Sultan Khwajah. He also was one of the elect disciples

of His MaJesty. After burying him in his tomb which was of a peculiar new-

fangled kind, they put a grating facing the light of the sun, so that its

rays, which cleanse from sins, might every morning fall on his face. And

they say that tongues // of fire used to rest on his mouth; but God knows

best the truth of the matter. And Mulla Ahmad of Tattah found out a mnemo-

synon with one unit short:--

"The Sultan of heretics."
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